Issue 87 January 2018

Welcome to our 87th edition of the newsletter. Included in this months newsletter are articles on
making tax digital in 2019, seed and commodities updates, calf jackets, farming rules for water in
2018, grants for robots, fertiliser planning, milk urea and a position for a mobile farm secretary.
Your feedback and comments are most welcome. If clarification is required, please contact the
article contributor or for more articles and news visit www.fcgagric.com.
Edited by Gerard Finnan of David Bardgett Ltd and The Farm Consultancy Group Tel:
07976 426420.

In just 15 months’ time, the new VAT rules will come into force. This will require all businesses to keep
their accounting records digitally, and to submit all VAT returns directly from the software used. HMRC will
be introducing the MTD system for VAT on 1st April 2019, and this will apply to any business operating
above the £85,000 VAT threshold. This means that all farmers will require the use of accounting software
that will be compatible with the HMRC VAT system. The NFU are however, still pushing HMRC to delay
the implementation of the new VAT rules with internet speeds in rural areas being one of their main concerns.
Although this could be a big step for many farming businesses, it
also offers them many opportunities. With digital accounting records comes easier access to your financial information, to more
quickly and more timely understand your business’ finances. This
should help business owners to make quicker and more effective
business decisions.
Don’t wait till 2019, contact your accountant or Sophie Cahill on 07496 587011 today.
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While we will still have the same basic eight mixtures, we have updated some of the varieties
contained within the mixes and are currently updating our catalogue to reflect this. Although
we have eight basic mixtures, we can make a bespoke mixture to suit whatever your needs
and requirements are, so please ask, (the sooner the better), to ensure supply of different varieties as the season progresses.
Our supplier has warned that there may be a shortage of Italian ryegrass seed later in the year
and prices may firm, depending on how the European seed harvest goes. Therefore, if you
want to ensure supply at our current attractive prices why not book your autumn seed requirements now?
As well as grass seed, our supplier can supply lucerne, fodder beet, kale and stubble turnip
seed as well as Countryside Stewardship mixes.
For the first time we will have a maize seed catalogue for this season. So to ensure you
receive a copy of both, please contact Andrew Jones on 07717 442888.
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In the last month the pound has weakened against the euro but strengthened against the dollar.
The latest Global Dairy auction (02/01) saw an overall gain of +2.2%, after a fall of -3.9% previously, with
butter and milk powders up.
Milk Powder - From our main supplier, prices have stayed stable having dropped previously. Other supplier prices should fall this month to be more in line with them.
Feed - Mineral prices are on the increase as mentioned previously, due to world market situation.
Soya Prices have eased over the last month as the pound has strengthened against the dollar, otherwise
the market is stable.
Fertiliser - Nitram prices available but withdrawal of prices from the market with no notice are rumoured.
Cynically I would suggest some scare mongering, as manufacturers know people that couldn’t buy last May
are now in the market.
There are some attractive urea deals currently available with prices approximately 10% lower than this time
last year with a deliver January, pay March incentive.
For up to date specific quotes, contact Andrew Jones on 07717 442888.

The current colder weather has prompted farmers to ask me several times about baby calves wearing a calf
jacket. Though most people have at least one around for the odd sick calf, I would if practical, have one on
every calf!
The jacket conserves body heat and therefore it is using less energy to keep
warm, resulting in a better feed conversion efficiency and greater growth
rates. They can be used for 9 months of the year and who doesn’t want better grown stronger calves?
I would recommend them wearing for the first month of their lives to give
them a good start. Jackets are machine washable, though a good hose off of
the worst is probably advisable.
I’ve always got an example of one in the car if you ever want to try one of the ones we can supply
for size and ease of fitting etc. So please ask, or ring Andrew Jones on 07717 442888.

Some new, some existing and some revised rules to manage water better
are being introduced from April 2018. These rules will require good farming
practice so that farmers manage their land to avoid pollution and benefit
their business. Soil testing every five years will become compulsory to help
plan use of fertilisers and manures and will be phased in gradually over
time.
Most farmers will already be compliant, but you should check the rules at;
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/farming-rules-for-water-from-april-2018
You are responsible to ensure you are compliant. The rules will be enforced by the EA. Most cases will be
dealt with on an advisory basis. Enforcement powers will only be exercised where advice is not heeded.
Contact Sophie Cahill today, on 07496 587011 for more detail.
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The New RDPE Countryside Productivity Scheme launched in December has attracted much attention with
funding for robotic milking equipment, robotic harvesting, robotic slurry handling to the fore. The grants are
for a minimum of £35,000. Grants can cover up to 40% of the eligible costs of a project making the minimum total eligible cost of a project would be £87,500.
To qualify the technology must include the following 3 specification
criteria.


a sensing system to measure physical/ biological properties
of the agri-system.
decision-making capabilities for processing information from
the sensor system to determine how the robotic system
should be manipulated.
actuators to manipulate the robotic system.




For example: A dairy business looking to invest in milking robots should include sensors to collect data on
the health of each cow including milk composition. The new robots will improve monitoring of cow health,
labour efficiency and yield, which will improve overall farm efficiency and productivity.
When you apply for a grant, you are competing with other applicants. We can discuss your project with
RPA to assess the likelihood of success before completing the forms. All applications are assessed to see
how many of the six funding priorities are met and which projects provide best value for taxpayers’ money.
The application is a single stage process and is competitive, resulting in the highest scoring applications
will be successful.
Therefore to have the best chance of success, contact Rachel Reed today on 07980 294816, to put
forward a professional application on your behalf.

With fertiliser prices increasing by £70 per tonne or more, compared to the summer, it is all the more important to ensure that you plan correctly for individual crops so that you are using the right amount of fertiliser to achieve the desired yield and quality.
The base of any fertiliser plan has to be soil analysis to establish the P, K and pH levels. Once these are
known they can be balanced by applying either organic manures/slurries or inorganic fertiliser. Whilst it can
be tempting to take a P and K holiday, this should only be for one year, especially if harvesting crops off the
field, e.g. silage or cereals. P and K is taken away when compared to grazing, which sees an element of
the P and K returned by the animals.
If soil indices are very low, then using slurry or FYM can be very economic in helping to increase indices
back to the desirable levels. Applying 10 tonnes of FYM per acre can save you £150 per acre in fertiliser
costs, or 2500 gallons per acre of slurry can save £40 per acre.
We have recently seen problems where P and K indices have got too high
into the 3 and 4 brackets. This was caused by continuous applications of
slurry and FYM over a number of years on fields that are easily accessible
for spreading. The knock-on effect of this is lock up of trace elements which
will impact on livestock performance, DLWG, milk yield, fertility, etc. In this
case a detailed soil analysis has been carried out to look at how the trace
elements are interacting and put a plan in place to release locked up minerals.
I am currently writing a number of fertiliser plans for our clients ready for the 2018 season. If you
are interested in looking at this for your farm, please contact Phil Cooper on 07798 673665.
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Milk urea gives a guide to whether the forage element of your diet is balanced. The chart below gives you
a guide to how fodder can impact on milk urea and subsequently milk qualities for cheese making.

A high protein:low energy ration will lead to high milk urea levels.
A low protein:high energy ration will lead to low milk urea levels.
High milk urea can impact on fertility as they are a reflection of surplus protein in the system that is not being utilised by the cow for maintenance or milk production. We saw this problem late on in the grazing season, with higher than normal growth rates in grazing paddocks leading to larger than normal uptakes of nitrogen by the grass. This has the knock-on effect of high levels of crude protein in the grazing grass, potentially leading to high levels of surplus protein in the cow’s system which equals high milk urea. Careful
balancing of the diet is required if this occurs to ensure fertility isn’t affected, e.g. increased levels of energy
and/or lower protein concentrates.
Milk urea can impact on the yield of cheese produced from milk and the time cheese takes to set, so it is
essential to ensure your ration is correct to ensure optimal milk quality. Whilst milk urea does not influence
milk price, understanding the milk urea results can help rations to be better formulated potentially leading to
cost savings if you are over feeding a certain element.
To discuss your dairy cow rationing needs contact Andrew Jones on 07717 442888, or Phil Cooper
on 07798 673665.

We are looking for an experienced farm secretary to join our consultancy
business to provide accounts, V.A.T, payroll, and cattle record services to
an existing and expanding client base.
The position also includes providing assistance to the existing office manager, including producing newsletters and general administration. Own
transport, ability to manage your own time and work as part of a team is
essential. Remuneration will depend on experience.
Contact Phil Cooper on 01935 850093 for further
information or email your CV to midwest@fcgagric.com

FCG Sherborne Office:
Tel/Fax: 01935 850093
Email:
midwest@fcgagric.com
4 Trent Court
Trent, Sherborne
Dorset, DT9 4SL

Closing date for the applications is 26th January
2018.
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Disclaimer: Whilst every care is taken to provide accurate information, no liability can be accepted for any omission or inaccuracy of fact
or opinion. These comments are for general guidance only. For specific recommendations consult the signposted consultant.
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